Relaxation phenomena in a model (H 2 O) 20 cluster are investigated by considering energy fluctuations and dielectric relaxation, making connections with the underlying hydrogen-bond rearrangement dynamics. In particular, we relate these effects to the potential energy surface, including rearrangement mechanisms, minimum energy pathways and normal mode excitations. The statistical behavior of structural transitions in this water cluster is also examined. The transition rates estimated from RRKM theory are compared with those obtained by molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations. The RRKM rates are 1-3 orders of magnitude larger than the MD values and the difference is larger at low energy. To find the origin of this discrepancy, the mechanism of coupling among various modes is examined. We find that there is significant coupling only among a subset of the normal modes in the low energy dynamics. A modified statistical theory, assuming that only a subset of modes contributes to the reaction rate, reproduces the energy dependence of the MD transition rates quite well. It is also found that the energy fluctuations and dielectric relaxation are non-Debye in character, and instead exhibit so-called 1/f spectra. © 1997 American Institute of Physics. ͓S0021-9606͑97͒50508-3͔
I. INTRODUCTION
In previous work we have investigated the structures, rearrangement mechanisms and thermodynamic properties of small model water clusters.
1,2 Here we continue this work by investigating in detail the relaxation processes in (H 2 O) 20 and the statistical behavior of the isomerization dynamics. Above the melting temperature a water cluster undergoes transitions between various hydrogen bond network forms, exhibiting various sizes of conformational displacement. This hydrogen bond rearrangement is sluggish and intermittent. The time sequential changes of the potential energy and other quantities such as the dielectric relaxation and Raman spectrum are thus expected to yield not a simple Debye behavior but rather so-called 1/f type relaxation.
In previous work for liquid water we have analyzed the collective motions and energy fluctuations along trajectories associated with hydrogen bond rearrangement dynamics. [3] [4] [5] [6] We examined the rearrangement dynamics of the hydrogen bond network structure by removing vibrational motion from the trajectory and examining only the fundamental changes of the structure. 5 This was done by examining the inherent structures ͑local potential energy minima͒ sequentially visited by the system along a trajectory. 5, 8 We found that the hydrogen-bond rearrangements are intermittent: large collective displacements of water molecules occasionally occur in between many sequential small displacements. 3, 4 The potential energy fluctuation along the trajectory was found to yield a 1/f spectrum of the form 1/f ␣ , with ␣ϭ0.75 for the instantaneous structure dynamics and ␣ϭ1.4 for the inherent structure dynamics. 7 Molecular motions in a water cluster are more constrained by the hydrogen-bond network than in liquid water. This can be seen, for example, in the 180 cm
Ϫ1
Raman peak corresponding to the O-H-O stretching motion, which is more distinct in a water cluster than in liquid water.
In the present work, we analyze the potential energy fluctuations and the distance matrix for the molecular motions. The barrier height distributions for the transition states around individual local minima are determined by the normal mode excitation method. 5 We then examine the statistical behavior of the structural transitions by comparing the transition rates calculated from MD with those predicted by a statistical theory ͑RRKM͒. Heidenreich et al., 9 and Rose and Berry 10 have performed similar analyses for binary salt clusters. RRKM theory generally overestimates the transition rates. 11 In the latter model rapid energy redistribution ͑i.e., complete mode coupling͒ and a unit transmission coefficient ( trans ϭ1.0) are assumed. In practical calculations of RRKM rates an additional approximation is generally made, namely that the potential energy surface is locally harmonic. In the present work, we focus our attention on the validity of the first assumption ͑complete mode coupling͒ using normal mode excitation analysis. We then propose a modified statistical theory which reproduces the MD rates. Other physical quantities such as the dielectric relaxation are also analyzed.
In Section II we briefly describe the method used in the present analysis. The results and discussion are given in Section III and the conclusions are presented in Section IV. a͒ Present address: Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Japan 464-01.
II. METHODS
The trajectory calculations were performed for an (H 2 O) 20 cluster at different total energies using the TIP4P potential function 12 to describe the intermolecular interactions. Intramolecular vibrations were therefore not included. The 5th order Gear method was used as the integrator with a time step of 0.4 fs ͑1 fs ϭ10 Ϫ15 s͒ and a total integration time of 4 ns ͑1 nsϭ10 Ϫ9 s; equivalent to 10 7 steps͒. The instantaneous structures in the first part of the trajectory were sequentially quenched at 200 fs intervals ͑every 500 steps͒. Quenching identifies the local minimum ͑inherent structure͒ corresponding to any given instantaneous structure; 5, 8 this quenching was achieved using the conjugate gradient method in the present work. The normal modes ͑NM͒ were calculated for all these inherent structures. Instantaneous normal modes ͑INM͒ 14 were also calculated for instantaneous geometries along a trajectory to obtain information about the curvature of the potential energy surface in higher energy regions. The INM's generally contain some imaginary frequency modes. Molecular displacements among the sequential inherent structures were analyzed and projected onto the ''distance matrix. '' 3,4 The coupling mechanism between different modes was investigated using normal mode excitation trajectories: trajectories are ''shot'' along the directions of individual normal modes from an inherent structure with various initial kinetic energies. The mixing among the normal modes in the subsequent trajectory was then analyzed. The search for the transition states was carried out with a simple eigenvector-following method in the present work.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Distance matrix
The inherent structures along the trajectories were found by quenching at 200 fs intervals. Thus 5000 inherent structures were obtained for each 1 ns trajectory. The distances between the first 2000 inherent structures ͑400 ps͒ are plotted in Fig. 1 . The distance between two inherent structures at times t and tЈ ͑the distance matrix͒ is defined as
where Q(t) and Q(tЈ) are the nuclear coordinate vectors of the inherent structures ͑minima͒ corresponding to the instantaneous configurations at times t and tЈ, respectively. R is simply the Euclidean distance between the two minima in nuclear coordinate space. A darker shade is used in Fig. 1 if the distance between Q(t) and Q(tЈ) is small. If the molecular motions are simply diffusive and there are no collective displacements, then the matrix has a banded structure. If the motions are intermittent then the matrix has islands ͑Fig. 1͒.
We can see that the distance matrix found for (H 2 O) 20 ͑Fig. 1͒ is quite similar to that obtained previously for liquid water. 3, 4 In liquid water the global structure of the distance matrix consists of several islands. The inherent structures belonging to the same island have similar geometries: the trajectory is trapped in a large basin containing these similar minima. The island to island transitions, which we call ''overall inherent structure transitions,'' involve large displacements. These characteristics of liquid water dynamics are also seen for (H 2 O) 20 . The water cluster, however, yields more sluggish dynamics than liquid water. In the cluster the geometrical ͑hydrogen bond͒ constraint is much stronger and the dynamics are restricted; the number of distinct configurations in each island is much less than for liquid water. Each island is larger; for example, the biggest island we have found extends for tens to hundreds of picoseconds in the cluster at EϭϪ32 kJ/mol/molecule which corresponds to a mean kinetic temperature of Tϭ180 K, but extends for only about one hundred femtoseconds in liquid water at 300 K. The temperatures of the water cluster ͑180 K͒ and the liquid ͑300 K͒ are both about 10% higher than their melting temperature.
We can see in Fig. 1 that the island between tϭ320 ps and tϭ400 ps is particularly large. Figure 2a shows the most dominant configuration in this island where the system spends most of its time; we denote this configuration as Conf.I. It consists of cuboidal segments and a five-member ring prism segment and has an energy of EϭϪ42.484 kJ/ mol/molecule, which is much higher than that of the lowest energy ring prism structures (EϭϪ43.669 kJ/mol/molecule; see Fig. 2c͒ .
In order to understand the stability ͑long residence time͒ of Conf.I, we performed normal mode excitations from this configuration and determined the reaction coordinates ͑RC's͒. We found that there are only a few RC's with relatively low barriers. These low barrier pathways, leading to higher energy minima, are mostly associated with back-andforth transitions without escape from Conf.I. One of the lowest energy barriers leading to escape occurs at 10.37 kJ/mol ͑0.5188 kJ/mol/molecule͒. By applying RRKM theory we estimate the mean trapping time in this well at about 32 ps, which is comparable to the actual trajectory length of 80 ps ͑but see below for further discussion of the RRKM and MD rates͒. We note that the kinetic energy available in this potential well is relatively low because the potential energy is high, and thus the dynamics are slow.
The system undergoes relatively facile transitions among many inherent structures between tϭ180 ps and 260 ps. One of the configurations ͑Conf.II͒ in this time domain is shown in Fig. 2b . Most (Ͼ50%͒ of normal mode excitation trajectories from Conf.II yield transitions to one particular minimum by a nearly barrierless downhill reaction path. In a loosely hydrogen bonded configuration region, there are always paths with small energy barriers and the transitions among inherent structures are relatively facile. The motion in this region is thus diffusional rather than intermittent.
The coordination numbers in Conf.I and II are listed in Table I . We can see that the number of hydrogen bonds is similar, although the ring structures are quite different, as seen in Figs. 2a and 2b . Conf.I has a more compact hydrogen bonded structure, while Conf.II is looser. 20 . ͑a͒ An inherent structure from the strongly trapped region ͑Conf.I͒; ͑b͒ an inherent structure from the region of facile rearrangements ͑Conf.II͒; ͑c͒ the lowest energy inherent structure that we have found ͑face-sharing pentagonal prism, Conf.III; EϭϪ43.669 kJ/mol/molecule͒; ͑d͒ one of the lowest energy face-sharing cuboidal minima, Conf.IV; E IV ϭϪ43.487 kJ/mol/molecule͒.
FIG. 2. Inherent structures of (H 2 O)
B. Non-statistical transition rates
It was shown in previous work that one of the lowest energy configurations of the (H 2 O) 20 cluster is the facesharing cuboidal structure shown in Fig. 2d . 1 Although the importance of such structures has recently been challenged, 15 we will continue to consider them in the present work to gain some insight into likely dynamical processes. MD trajectories were performed starting from this configuration for different total energies, E. Here 150 trajectories were run for each given energy, starting from different initial conditions. These initial conditions ͑positions and velocities͒ were chosen from a 1.5 ns low energy trajectory (EϭϪ39.0 kJ/mol/ molecule͒ within the cuboidal potential well at 100 ps intervals. The total energies were chosen from the range Ϫ35.0 to Ϫ31.0 kJ/mol/molecule in 0.5 kJ/mol/molecule intervals ͑i.e., 9 different energies͒. Each trajectory was integrated for 600 ps. Transitions from the cuboidal well to a neighboring well were monitored by sequential quenching at 100 fs intervals. If a transition did not occur within 600 ps, further 600 ps trajectories were performed until a transition was detected. Different trajectories lead to different potential wells. The rates of the structural transitions are calculated from the data generated by these 150 trajectories.
The potential energy along the reaction coordinate leading to escape from the cuboidal structure via the lowest energy barrier is shown in Fig. 3a . The barrier height at the transition state is 14.85 kJ/mol ͑0.743 kJ/mol/molecule͒ relative to the cuboidal structure. The MD transition rate for this isomerization is plotted in Fig. 4a , and compared with the corresponding RRKM rate. The densities of states needed for the RRKM calculation are obtained from the harmonic normal mode analyses of the cuboidal structure and the transition state. We can see in the figure that RRKM theory always overestimates the transition rate. It is important to note that the difference between the RRKM and the MD rates is larger at lower energy where there is a 2 order of magnitude difference. The rate of another isomerization transition with a barrier height of 17.93 kJ/mol ͑0.8966 kJ/mol/molecule; Fig.  3b͒ is shown in Fig. 4b where we can also see that the RRKM theory consistently overestimates the transition rate by 0.8-2.2 orders of magnitude.
To investigate the origin of this discrepancy between the statistical theory and the MD rates, we have examined one of the basic assumptions of RRKM theory, namely the complete coupling between modes, by performing normal mode excitation trajectories. The system is excited from the cuboidal structure in the direction of a certain normal mode to an initial excitation energy, E init , and then the coupling of this mode to the other modes is analyzed in the subsequent trajectory. We have chosen 11 normal modes from the possible 114 intermolecular vibrational degrees of freedom at intervals of 10 modes ordered by frequency. Figure 5 gives the energy dependence of the number of coupled modes ͑de-noted as M couple ) averaged over the excitations of the 11 selected modes. The ''coupled'' modes are defined as those having energies larger than the equipartition energy at 1 ps after a mode excitation. For M couple the total energy E plotted on the horizontal axis in the figure is calculated as
that is, the system has the equipartition energy distribution for all modes, including modes not ''coupled'' to the initially 3 . Total potential energies of the system along several reaction coordinates. ͑a͒ One of the lowest energy reaction coordinates escaping from the lowest energy face-sharing cuboid ͑Conf.IV in Fig. 2d͒ ; ͑b͒ another reaction path escaping from this lowest energy face-sharing cuboid. The reaction coordinate on the horizontal axis is in the unit of ͱ18•amu Å.
excited mode. Here E non-couple is the total energy of those non-coupled modes and E IV is the initial cuboidal structure energy. The total number of modes, n tot , is 114 in the present system. Figure 5 also shows the number of imaginary modes ͑denoted as M imag ) obtained from instantaneous normal mode ͑INM͒ analysis for trajectories with total energy E. 14 We can see in the figure that M couple increases with E and is approximately proportional to the number of imaginary modes, M couple Ϸ␥•M imag with ␥ϭ9.
We use RRK theory instead of RRKM theory in the following argument: the RRK rate for a given total energy E is written as
where is the average transition frequency, E TS is the transition state energy and n tot is the total number of modes, 114, in the complete coupling limit ͑i.e., the statistical case͒.
Here and in the subsequent discussion, the energies are defined relative to the total energy of the cuboidal structure of Fig. 2d (E IV ϭϪ43.487 kJ/mol/molecule͒. RRK theory predicts an isomerization rate with slightly steeper energy dependence than RRKM theory, although the absolute magnitude of the rate is smaller, as shown in Fig. 4 . We now modify RRK theory to describe the above distinct coupling mechanism of the modes. Only a subset of the modes are assumed to be coupled at low energy, and the number of such modes, sϭM couple , is assumed to be proportional to the number of imaginary modes (M imag ), so that sϭ␥•M imag . The total energy of these modes, E s , is taken to be the same fraction of the total energy E so that E s ϭE•s/n tot . We averaged M imag over the sets of INM calculated at 500 instantaneous structures chosen at random from 10 trajectories for a given E. The modified RRK rate is then given by Fig. 3 vs the total energy, E. The RRKM rates are calculated using normal mode analyses at Conf.IV and at the transition states of the RC in Fig. 3 . ͑a͒ Corresponds to Fig. 3a and ͑b͒ to Fig. 3b where E TS is the transition state energy. This modified RRK theory yields practically the same energy dependence ͑the slope͒ for the transition rate as MD, as can be seen from Fig.  6 ͑see below for the absolute magnitude͒. This agreement suggests that the energy is not equipartitioned among all modes in the low energy dynamics that we have observed for (H 2 O) 20 . We have chosen a proportionality constant of ␥ϭ9.0 to obtain the modified RRK rate of Figs. 4 and 6, which means that all the modes are mutually coupled at a high energy such as EϭϪ29 kJ/mol/ molecule. The Fourier transform of the time correlation function of the total kinetic energy yields a spectrum having a few distinct peaks at certain modes in the low energy trajectories, indicating that only a few modes are coupled in the dynamics ͑not shown in the figures͒. The spectrum becomes continuous and dispersed, indicating full mode coupling, for high energy trajectories. In order to find out whether this nonstatistical behavior, i.e., specific mode coupling, 16 is unique to HB network systems or occurs in other systems, additional calculations will be required.
FIG. 4. RRKM and MD transition rates from
In order to reproduce not only the energy dependence of the slope but also the absolute magnitude of the transition rates, we must modify RRKM theory, rather than RRK theory, by selecting specific modes coupled to the reaction coordinate. Note that the RRKM rate is very different from the RRK, as seen in Fig. 4 , but the RRK theory contains an additional approximation to RRKM theory in counting the density of states. We have used two critical assumptions other than the complete mode coupling in the RRKM rate calculations, namely the harmonic approximation for the vibrations and the unit transmission factor trans ϭ1.0. Detailed analysis to examine these assumptions and further modify the RRKM theory to account for the specific mode coupling are in progress in our laboratory. 17 The extension of RRKM theory to deal with multi-channel problems is also required.
C. Total potential energy fluctuation
The total potential energy along the trajectory, V(t), is plotted in Fig. 7a for the trajectory with EϭϪ32 kJ/mol/ molecule, corresponding to a temperature slightly above melting. Figure 8a shows the power spectrum of this potential energy,
͑5͒
There are two regimes in the spectrum as seen for liquid water. 7 In the frequency range 0.1-1000 cm Ϫ1 the spectrum has the form 1/f ␣ with ␣ϭ1 (fϭ/2), with small peaks corresponding to the normal mode vibrations of hindered translational and librational ͑rotational͒ motions in the range 10-1000 cm Ϫ1 . The total potential energy fluctuation, which is equal to the negative of the total kinetic energy fluctuation in a microcanonical MD simulation, is proportional to the temperature fluctuation of the total system. This type of long time fluctuation can be attributed to the global hydrogen bond rearrangement dynamics. 7 The 1/f type frequency spectrum for f Ͼ f c indicates that the correlation of network fluctuations decays not in a single Markovian process but through multiple processes. 7, 18, 19 A possible explanation for this 1/f behavior is that the water cluster dynamics is intermittent: the system is trapped in a particular basin consisting of several inherent structures, and occasionally jumps to another basin as seen in Fig. 1 . 20 The power spectrum of the potential energy fluctuations for the inherent structures ͑Fig. 7b͒, which may be compared with the fluctuations for the corresponding instantaneous structures ͑Fig. 7a͒, is plotted in Fig. 8b . The fluctuation of the inherent structure energies yields a 1/f ␣ power spectrum with ␣ϭ1.4 in the frequency range 0.2-150 cm Ϫ1 -a stronger 1/f dependence than the instantaneous structure spectrum (␣ϭ1.0͒. Note that the shortest time interval between sequential inherent structures is 200 fs, corresponding to about 150 cm Ϫ1 . The molecular dynamics in terms of the instantaneous structures includes diffusion between potential wells and short time vibrational relaxation, and so the spectrum of the corresponding potential energy fluctuations is shifted from that of the inherent structures to yield slightly more white frequency dependence.
D. Dielectric relaxation
The dielectric relaxation can be expressed by the timedependent correlation function
where the total dipole of the system, M(), is the sum of the dipole moments of individual water molecules i (),
The dielectric relaxation of the water cluster (H 2 O) 20 is plotted in Fig. 9a . It clearly yields a non-exponential decay: there is a very fast and large initial decay due to librational dephasing, followed by a slow non-exponential decay. The half decay time, M , of this slow part is 2-3 ps. The Fourier transform of C(t), the power spectrum, is shown in Fig. 9b . It is again of the 1/f ␣ type with ␣ϳ1.2. The above results are in strong contrast to the dielectric relaxation of liquid water, which is well known to yield a nearly single exponential decay of the Debye type with relaxation time M ϭ8-9 ps (ϳ17 GHz͒ at room temperature. 18, 21, 22 For small systems, the ''averaging'' must be insufficient to suppress the 1/f character, and both the potential energy fluctuation and the dielectric fluctuation yield 1/f type relaxation. However, for a large system the ''averaging'' is more effective so that the dielectric relaxation becomes Debye although the energy fluctuation does not. This difference may arise because the total dipole is a vector quantity and the dipole-dipole interaction is long ranged, while the energy is a scalar and a mainly mechanical local quantity. Whether the relaxation is exponential or nonexponential must depend sensitively on the time scale and the spatial scale of the quantity observed.
The time correlation of the individual dipole moments, i (), defined as c͑t ͒ϭ
is plotted in Fig. 10 . It decays near exponentially, which is different from the total dipole decay shown in Fig. 9a . This result is similar to the case of the potential energy fluctuation which yields 1/f decay, whereas the fluctuations of individual molecular potential energies are more exponential. The half-life decay time of the individual dipole moment correlation function is about 50 ps; the total dipole relaxation time, M , is much shorter than that of the individual dipole relaxation in the clusters: M / ϭ0.05. This is very different from the liquid water case where M / ϭ1-2. 18 We also note that there exists strong cancellation among the individual dipole moments. 18 The magnitude of the total dipole moment M() is much smaller than the value expected from the simple random walk model, ͱn•, where is the magnitude of the individual water monomer dipole moment and n is the number of water molecules in the system. This cancellation is more significant in smaller clusters; for example, M ()/ͱn•ϭ0.43 in (H 2 O) 20 , 0.45 in (H 2 O) 108 and 1.62 in liquid water.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the water cluster (H 2 O) 20 exhibits a mixture of dynamically ''sluggish regions'', where the hydrogen bond network is relatively strong so that the system is trapped for a long time, and dynamically fast regions, where many small facile hydrogen bond rearrangements take place sequentially. The power spectrum of various relaxation phenomena, such as the potential energy fluctuation and the dielectric relaxation, yield 1/f type behavior. In order to understand the underlying mechanism of hydrogen network rearrangement dynamics, we have performed normal mode excitation analysis to explore the multidimensional nature of the potential energy surface and determine the number of low energy pathways involving transitions to neighboring inherent structures. It was shown that the hydrogen-bond network in a sluggish region is well-defined and escaping from this region is slow. The number of hydrogen bonds was found to correlate only weakly with the potential energy.
Statistical ͑RRK and RRKM͒ theories were not found to give a good estimate for the rate of the water cluster structural reorganization. Assuming that the energy is equipartitioned only among a certain subset of modes, we have modified the statistical theory to obtain rates which are found to FIG. 9 . ͑a͒ Dielectric relaxation ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒ of TIP4P (H 2 O) 20 for instantaneous structures ͑4 ns trajectory͒ and ͑b͒ the corresponding power spectrum for a trajectory with EϭϪ32.0 kJ/mol/molecule. Frequency is in wavenumbers (cm Ϫ1 ) with f ϭ/2. Weak Gaussian averaging is used to smooth the spectral curve. The dotted line in ͑a͒ indicates an exponential decay. The dotted line in ͑b͒ indicates 1/f ␣ with ␣ϭ1.2. reproduce the energy dependence of the MD transition rate much better. This method is based on the fact that energy exchange among modes is not particularly efficient at low energy and only a certain set of modes are effectively coupled. It is, however, not clear at this stage whether this is a characteristic solely of water, of all hydrogen-bonded systems, or of all liquid and cluster systems. 9, 10, 23 Further studies are therefore required.
It is important to establish the connection between small water cluster dynamics and liquid water dynamics. In clusters a relatively small number of distinct inherent structures control the dynamics, whereas such structures are embedded into many amorphous type regions in larger systems, and collective motions among these amorphous structures mainly control the dynamics. It is important to know how the ''averaging'' takes place and how the spectra of various quantities change from 1/f type to Debye as the system size increases from the small cluster to the liquid.
